The theoretical interpretation of the Linear/circularly polarized light-induced molecular orientation of the azo group-containing trans-Achiral Schiff base dinuclear complex composite material
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Abstract. We have investigated linearly polarized UV and circularly polarized UV light-induced molecular orientation, namely increasing optical anisotropy of newly synthesized AZ containing chiral Schiff base Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) complexes, as organic/inorganic hybrid materials in polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) cast films. The driving force and reason for polarized UV light-induced molecular orientation of AZ is so-called Weigert effect. The increase of the dichroic was measured with polarized absorption electronic spectra. In addition, we study on newly synthesized composites of AZ containing chiral Schiff base metal complexes with AZ to irradiate with not only linearly but also circularly polarized UV light (Wavelength selective (260, 318 (π-π* of AZ) and 380 nm) and continuous wavelength). In addition, we comparison between simulated by TD-DFT and experimental spectra of electronic and CD spectra, and we calculated dipole moments by TD-DFT. Furthermore, we are using the CD spectrum after circularly polarized light UV irradiation, tried to observation change of supramolecular chiral order of the complexes.

1 Introduction

In our previous study, by using typical Mn12 single-molecule magnet1 and AZ in PMMA cast films, we could observe switching of AC susceptibility in association with photoisomerization of AZ at 3 K.2 C1s and O1s peaks of PMMA could be observed in XPS of the hybrid material, while Mn2p1/2,3/2 peaks, those shown as bulk Mn12, could not be observed at the surface of PMMA. Which suggests that all components are contained inside the PMMA films (not surface).3 Therefore, we employed polarized electronic spectroscopy to measure aggregation and molecular orientation of the components of hybrid materials. We have investigated polarized electronic spectra of hybrid material of Mn12 and AZ in PMMA cast film after alternate UV and visible light irradiation for 3 min π-π* and n-π* bands suggested increasing of optical anisotropy accompanying with reversible photoisomerization of AZ, which may have resulted in previously reported reversible increasing and decreasing of ac magnetic susceptibility. Furthermore, increasing optical anisotropy could be also observed for hybrid materials composed of chiral trans-type Schiff base Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II) complexes and AZ in PMMA cast films after alternate irradiation of polarized UV and visible light.4 In order to elucidate intermolecular interactions by chiral recognition between components effects of conformation of ligands, we prepared and measured hybrid materials composed of enantiomers or diasteromers of Schiff base Mn(III) complexes and AZ in PMMA cast films. The results suggested that molecular recognition and intermolecular interactions depend on matrix in which Mn(III) complexes are dispersed or co-existing solutes in the matrix.5 Organic/inorganic hybrid materials composed of photochromic dyes such as AZ and inorganic coordination compounds have been studied widely as a key technology for optical (magnetic) data recording. One of the advantages of organic/inorganic hybrid materials may be facility of designing supramolecular multifunctional materials, for example metal complexes incorporating azo-ligands with large dichromic ratios.6-8

We also focused on photo-tuning of optical anisotropy of AZ, namely polarized UV light-induced alignment caused by selected photoisomerization and molecular reorientation of AZ (Weigert effect).9-11 We measured a CD spectrum each of organic/inorganic hybrid materials and invested photo-induced dichroism.12-14 In addition, we discussed the relations between degree of molecular orientation and electric transition dipole moments.

Recently we have investigated linearly polarized UV light induced molecular orientation of chiral Schiff base nickel(II), copper(II) and zinc(II) dinuclear complexes in...
organic/inorganic hybrid materials containing azo compounds in a PMMA matrix. Weigert effect makes it parallel orientation of solutes and which was observed optical dichroism with polarized spectroscopy and was discussed with TD-DFT. However, we don’t deeply understand the research still organic/inorganic hybrid materials of AZ chiral Schiff base metal complexes for emitting circularly polarized UV light.

Here, we synthesized AZ containing achiral Schiff base Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) dinuclear complexes (Fig. 1). So, we produced the organic/inorganic hybrid materials by placing the complexes in PMMA film. In addition, we study on newly synthesized composites of achiral Schiff base metal complexes with AZ to irradiate with not only linearly but also circularly polarized UV light (Wave-length selective (280 nm, 318 nm ( $\pi - \pi^*$ of AZ) and 380 nm) and continuous wavelength), and examine the di-pole moments and different molecular orientation induced. These complexes effectively contain an azo group to cause the Weigert effect, and hydroxyl orientation induced. These complexes effectively contain examine the di-pole moments and different molecular interactions PMMA. Furthermore, we attempted to observe conformational changes of metal complexes and supramolecular chiral molecular arrangement for the system by means of CD spectra before and after circularly polarized UV light irradiation.

![Figure 1. Structures of chiral Schiff base Ni(II)(1), Cu(II)(2), and Zn(II)(3) dinuclear complexes.](image)

2 Experimental

2.1 General procedure

Chemicals of the highest commercial grade available (solvents from Kanto Chemical, organic compounds from Tokyo Chemical Industry and metal sources from Wako) were used as received with-out further purification.

2.2 Preparation of the organic/inorganic hybrid materials composes

We synthesized AZ containing achiral Schiff base Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) dinuclear complexes to prepare organic/inorganic hybrid materials composes. Then Acetone solution (1 mL) of 1-3 and acetone solution (2 mL) of PMMA (10 %) were cast onto a slide glass to give rise to PMMA film of hybrid materials 1-3+PMMA.

2.2.1 Preparation of (di- $\mu$ -oxo-bis[2-[[2-hydroxypropyl]limino- $\kappa$ N[methyl]4-2-phenyldiazenylphenolato- $\kappa$ O]2-)nickel(II) (1)

aldehyde (0.5651 g,2.5 mmol) dissolved in methanol (60mL), 1-amino-2-propanol (0.1878 g, 2.5 mmol) was added dropwise and stirred at 373 K for 0.5 h to give orange solution of ligand. Nickel(II) acetate tetrahydrate (0.6822 g 2.5 mmol) was added to the resulting solution to give brown solution of the complex. After stirring for 2h, this crude brown compound was filtered. Yield 0.2068 g (12%). Anal. Calc. for C32H30Ni2N6O2; C, 50.92; H, 4.43; N, 9.73. Found: C, 50.52; H; 4.45; N, 10.36%. IR (KBr (cm-1)): 668, 1117, 1313, 1539, 1603 (N=N), 1635 (C=N), 1652 (C=N), 2922, 3440.

2.2.2 Preparation of (di- $\mu$ -oxo-bis[2-[[2-hydroxypropyl]limino- $\kappa$ N[methyl]4-2-phenyldiazenylphenolato- $\kappa$ O]2-)copper(II)(2)

aldehyde (0.5651 g,2.5 mmol) dissolved in methanol (60mL), 1-amino-2-propanol (0.1878 g, 2.5 mmol) was added dropwise and stirred at 373 K for 0.5 h to give orange solution of ligand. Copper(II) acetate dihydrate (0.4993 g 2.5 mmol) was added to the resulting solution to give green solution of the complex. After stirring for 2h, this crude green compound was filtered. Yield 0.1053 g (15%). Anal. Calc. for C32H30Cu2N6O2; C, 54.96; H, 3.83; N, 11.7. Found: C, 55.73; H, 4.38; N, 12.12%. IR (KBr (cm-1)): 668, 1112, 1386, 1558, 1607 (N=N), 1635 (C=N), 2923, 3446.

2.2.3 Preparation of (di- $\mu$ -oxo-bis[2-[[2-hydroxypropyl]limino- $\kappa$ N[methyl]4-2-phenyldiazenylphenolato- $\kappa$ O]2-)Zinc(II)(3)

aldehyde (0.5651 g,2.5 mmol) dissolved in methanol (60mL), 1-amino-2-propanol (0.1878 g, 2.5 mmol) was added dropwise and stirred at 373 K for 0.5 h to give orange solution of ligand. Zinc(II) acetate dihydrate (0.54875g 2.5 mmol) and sodium hydrogen carbonate added dropwise and stirred at 373 K for 0.5 h to give brown solution of the complex. After stirring for 2h, this crude brown compound was filtered. Yield 0.0717g (10%). Anal. Calc. for C32H30Zn2N6O2; C, 50.52; H, 4.45; N, 12.12%. IR (KBr (cm-1)): 668, 1112, 1386, 1558, 1607 (N=N), 1635 (C=N), 2923, 3445.

2.3 Physical measurement

Elemental analyses were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer 2400 II CHNS/O analyzer at Tokyo University of Science.IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO FT-IR 4200 plus spectrophotometer. UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-570 or V-570 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer equipped with a polarizer at 298K. CD spectra were recorded on a JASCO J-820 spectrophotometer at 298K.Photo-irradiation was carried out with D2 light source for 200-350nm (with a visible cut filter) and Xe light source 350-800nm (with a UV cut filter) with a polarizer. Photo-illumination were carried out using a lamp with optical filters (UV $\lambda = 200$-400 nm) leading to a sample by using optical fibers, quarter
wave plate (SIGMA KOKI) and polarizer through optical filters.

2.4 Physical measurement in UVSOR

Elemental analyses were carried out with a Perkin-Elmer 2400 II CHNS/O analyzer at Tokyo University of Science. IR spectra were recorded on a JASCO FT-IR 4200 plus spectrophotometer. UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-570 or V-570 UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer equipped with a polarizer at 298K. CD spectra were recorded on a JASCO J-820 spectrophotometer at 298K. Photo-irradiation was carried out with D2 light source for 200-350nm (with a visible cut filter) and Xe light source 350-800nm (with a UV cut filter) with a polarizer. Photoillumination were carried out using a lamp with optical filters (UV cut filter) with a polarizer. Photo-irradiation was carried out with D2 light source for 200-350nm (with a visible cut filter) and Xe light source 350-800nm (with a UV cut filter) with a polarizer. Photoillumination were carried out using a lamp with optical filters (UV cut filter) with a polarizer. Photoillumination were carried out using a lamp with optical filters (UV cut filter) with a polarizer.

2.5 Computational methods

All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09W software Revision D.10 (Gaussian, Inc.). The gas phase geometry optimizations were carried out using TD-DFT with B3LYP functional. The vertical excitation energy was calculated with the Lanl2dz for Ni and Cu and with the 6-31+G (d) basis set for H, C, N, O, and method based on the singlet ground state geometry.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1. Electronic and CD spectra of complexes

Fig.2. shows comparison between simulated and experimental spectra of electronic and CD spectra to confirm reliable band assignment. In the case of experimental electronic spectra, d-d bands appear at 689 nm and 684 nm for achiral Ni(II) and Cu(II) diunusual complexes respectively. Also, \( \pi - \pi \ast \) bands appear at 285 nm, 282 nm and 286 nm and n-\( \pi \ast \) bands appear at 369 nm, 342 nm and 352 nm for achiral Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) diunusual complexes, respectively. In the case of simulated spectra, d-d bands appear at 692 nm and 701 nm and transition electric dipole moment is evaluated to be (-0.0836, -0.3985, -0.6970) and (-1.0799, 0.3828, -0.0029) with oscillator strength of 0.8072 D and 1.1458 D for Ni(II) and Cu(II) complexes, respectively. Also, \( \pi - \pi \ast \) bands appear at 385 nm, 392 nm and 381 nm and n-\( \pi \ast \) bands appear at 369 nm, 342 nm and 352 nm for achiral Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) diunusual complexes, respectively. Also, \( \pi - \pi \ast \) bands appear at 385 nm, 392 nm and 381 nm and n-\( \pi \ast \) bands appear at 469 nm, 442 nm and 453 nm for achiral Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II) diunusual complexes, respectively. Moreover, n-\( \pi \ast \) and \( \pi - \pi \ast \) bands appear at 486 nm and 329 nm and transition electric dipole moment is evaluated to be (0, 0, 0) and (-0.1230, -2.8902, 0) with oscillator strength of 0.0000 and 0.7726 for the trans-form of AZ. The corresponding n-\( \pi \ast \) and \( \pi - \pi \ast \) bands appear at 482 nm and 301 nm and transition electric dipole moment is evaluated to be (-0.7441, 0, -0.2159) and (0.7979, 0, 0.2324) with oscillator strength of 0.0378 and 0.0696 for the cis-form of AZ. According to preceding studies on the related compounds, the optimized structures and assignments of transitions for 1, 2 and 3 are reasonable.

Selected predominant peaks are assigned to transitions between molecular orbitals: for 1, 662 nm (d-d band)(HOMO (166) to LUMO+2 (169)), 385 nm (\( \pi - \pi \ast \) band)(HOMO-1 (154) to LUMO+1 (168)), and 469 nm (n-\( \pi \ast \) band)(HOMO-11 (150) to LUMO+5 (172)); for 2, 701 nm (d-d band)(HOMO-14 (153) to LUMO (168)), 392nm (\( \pi - \pi \ast \) band)(HOMO-8 (159) to LUMO (162)), and 442 nm (n-\( \pi \ast \) band)(HOMO (167) to LUMO+5 (172)); for 3, 299 nm (\( \pi - \pi \ast \) band)(HOMO-5 (155) to LUMO (161)), 381 nm (n-\( \pi \ast \) band) (HOMO (160) to LUMO+1 (162)).

![Figure 2. Simulated (blue(TD-DFT)) and experimental (grey) electronic spectra of 1 (a), 2 (b) and 3 (c) with optimized structures.](image)
absorbance of $\pi - \pi^*$ band at 280 nm and $n-\pi^*$ band at 380 nm of AZ. The order of enhancing dichroism is $2^+\text{PMMA}>3^+\text{PMMA}>1^+\text{AZ}+\text{PMMA}$.

3.3 Parameters for optical anisotropy

The degree of photoinduced optical anisotropy (spectral dichroism) of absorption electronic spectra can be described commonly by these two parameters:

$$S = \frac{A_{\text{parallel}} - A_{\text{perpendicular}}}{(A_{\text{parallel}} + A_{\text{perpendicular}})/2}$$

(1)

$$R = \frac{A_{\text{perpendicular}}}{A_{\text{parallel}}}$$

(2)

Where Aperpendicular and Aparrallel values denote absorbance measured with the measuring polarizers perpendicular or parallel to electric vector of irradiation polarized light. Ideal isotropic systems of $S = 0$ and $R = 1$ and both $S$ and $R$ parameters are changed as increasing dichroism by molecular alignment. General treatment has been explained in our previous articles for cis-trans isomerization as well as Weigert effect. The $S$ values are summarized in Tables respectively. Hereafter we discuss them in a qualitative level.

Table 1. The $S$ values of anisotropic parameters polarized absorption spectra for $1, 2$ or $3+\text{PMMA}$ after linearly polarized UV light irradiation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UV irradiation (min.)</th>
<th>initial</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1^+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.00269</td>
<td>0.00386</td>
<td>0.002026</td>
<td>0.002015</td>
<td>0.005864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00535</td>
<td>-0.00794</td>
<td>-0.01187</td>
<td>-0.00306</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0.00553</td>
<td>-0.00695</td>
<td>0.01387</td>
<td>0.002034</td>
<td>0.008039</td>
<td>0.003143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00436</td>
<td>-0.02621</td>
<td>-0.05441</td>
<td>-0.09733</td>
<td>-0.16811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3^+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0.00176</td>
<td>-0.00899</td>
<td>0.01510</td>
<td>0.002046</td>
<td>0.008029</td>
<td>0.003143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00546</td>
<td>-0.00321</td>
<td>-0.00782</td>
<td>-0.00516</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1^+\text{AZ}+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0.00312</td>
<td>-0.00794</td>
<td>-0.01187</td>
<td>-0.00306</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00535</td>
<td>-0.00794</td>
<td>-0.01187</td>
<td>-0.00306</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^+\text{AZ}+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0.00553</td>
<td>-0.00695</td>
<td>0.01387</td>
<td>0.002034</td>
<td>0.008039</td>
<td>0.003143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00436</td>
<td>-0.02621</td>
<td>-0.05441</td>
<td>-0.09733</td>
<td>-0.16811</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3^+\text{AZ}+\text{PMMA}$</td>
<td>0.00176</td>
<td>-0.00899</td>
<td>0.01510</td>
<td>0.002046</td>
<td>0.008029</td>
<td>0.003143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00546</td>
<td>-0.00321</td>
<td>-0.00782</td>
<td>-0.00516</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Discuss about linear polarized light irradiation

For the change of the absorption spectrum of after linearly polarized UV light irradiation, knowledge regarding molecular orientation will be obtained conformation, from $S$ value of $\pi - \pi^*$ band, a change in the coordination structure from d-d band. For the azo-containing systems (1, 2, or 3 +PMMA), aza-containing for complexes can be influenced by Weigert effect of AZ. Metal ions providing rigid coordination environment are effective to increase molecular orientation caused by Weigert effect.22-24 According to Table 1, we can derive the following information associated with molecular orientations with intermolecular interactions in these organic/inorganic hybrid materials. The order of the effect, $2^+\text{PMMA}>3^+\text{PMMA}>1^+\text{PMMA}$ for $\pi - \pi^*$ bands and $n-\pi^*$ bands, $2^+\text{PMMA}>1^+\text{PMMA}$ for d-d bands. Result in the smallest degree of increasing optical anisotropy in both of $n-\pi^*$ and $\pi - \pi^*$ accompanying with Weigert effect of AZ. Reducing direct transmission of molecular alignment from AZ by rigidity of metal complexes due to Zn(II) ions is suggested.25-30 The degree of increasing optical anisotropy accompanying with Weigert effect of AZ depends on not shapes of...
chiral ligands but central Ni(II), Cu(II) or Zn(II) metal ions.

3.5 Discussion about CD spectra after circularly polarized UV light irradiation

Figure 6-8 show the CD spectra of 1, 2, or 3+PMMA, after wavelength selective circularly polarized UV light irradiation 5min. Figure 6. shows the CD spectra of 1+PMMA around 380 nm and 280 nm exhibited changes before and after wavelength selective circularly polarized UV light irradiation (280 nm, 318 nm and 380nm) for 1+PMMA. In the 280 nm UV irradiation, was induced CD is the largest in two steps of 3, 8 min. The 318 nm UV irradiation, significant induced CD could not be confirmed. In the 380 nm UV irradiation, induced CD became the largest in 8 min. In Figure 7. shows the CD spectra of 2+PMMA, after the 280 nm UV irradiation, induced CD also increased in proportion to the irradiation time. In the 318 nm UV irradiation, induced CD became the largest in the irradiated for 3 min. In the 380 nm UV irradiation, was induced CD became the largest in two steps of 3, 8 min. Figure 8. shows the CD spectra of 3+PMMA around 380 nm and 280 nm exhibited changes before and after wavelength selective circularly polarized UV light irradiation (260 nm, 318 nm and 380nm) for 3+PMMA. In the 280 nm UV irradiation, induced CD became the largest in two stages for 8 min. In the 318 nm UV irradiation, significant induced CD could not be confirmed. In the 380 nm UV irradiation, it was confirmed that similar induced CD in any irradiation time.

Continuous wavelength circularly polarized UV light irradiation, the difference between the CD spectra before and after irradiation of circular polarization, is that peak was observed at around 400nm. This peak was different from peak of the CD spectra due to the chiral complex molecule attributed in TD-DFT calculation. It is considered from this fact, that peak emerging from it is the peak of supramolecular chiral (helical) order and is not derived from the complex itself. There was change in the peak position in the chiral and achiral, and chiral strength had become stronger. On the other hand, using a light source having a narrow wavelength width in UVSOR (Wavelength selective (280, 318(π-π* of AZ) and 380 nm), induced chiral order is caused absorption wavelength selective. Changes in the observed shape of the CD spectra, the induction of supramolecular chirality or conformational change of the molecule can be considered as the cause. Changes in the CD spectra of this time, appeared only change in absorption intensity with increasing the irradiation time, which suggested that molecules of supramolecular chirality induction by Weigert effect of AZ by circularly polarized light irradiation, rather than the changes in molecular shape. In addition, induced chiral order is caused absorption wavelength selective, which suggests that it is a new knowledge of the radiation source only. Peak shift of appearing by changing the wavelength selective is seen. There was change in the peak position in the chiral and achiral, and chiral strength had become stronger. This is suggested that it is something that those which have a chiral place is easily oriented supramolecular chiral (helical) order is well. The order of this effect is 2+PMMA>3+PMMA>1+PMMA, and these results suggests that optical anisotropy depends not only on flexibility of coordination environment but also coordination geometries.

3.6 Discussion about Theoretical interpretation of the optical rotation strength using coupled oscillator model

For interpretation of supramolecular chirality, we attempt to discuss spatial relationship between AZ molecules assuming dipole-dipole interaction. For this reason, we will apply coupled oscillator model hereaf-
If only the Coulomb interaction of the chromophores A between B two can be considered, we assume system dipole interactions between paired the two ones. Now, the Hamiltonian of the system is represented by the equation (3).

\[
H = H_A(r_A) + H_B(r_B) + V_{AB}
\]

(3)

Where Hamiltonian \( H_A \) (\( r_A \)) or \( H_B \) (\( r_B \)) is of the chromophores A or B, \( V_{AB} \) is Coulomb interaction potential between the chromophore A and B. By the wave function of the ground states and excited states of the chromophores A or B, to introduce electric transition moment, optical rotation strength of the formula is derived as the equation (4).

\[
R_{ca} = \frac{2\pi V_a V_b}{\hbar(c^2 - b^2)} \left( \mu_0 a \cdot T \cdot \mu_0 b \right) (R_{AB} \times \mu_0 a \cdot \mu_0 b)
\]

(4)

Where \( V_a \) or \( V_b \) are absorption frequency, \( \mu_0 a \) or \( \mu_0 b \) is electric transition dipole moment, \( R_{AB} \) is a distance of A and B, T is parameters. To simplify this, consider that both chromospheres are identical, and hereafter assume connecting both two, is orthogonal (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Coulomb interaction between the same chromospheres

Now, from equation (3), the optical rotation strength becomes the following equation (4). Furthermore, we considered as follows. The intensity of CD bands can be represented by optical rotation strength R. From the CD spectra measured, R is determined according to the following equation (6).

\[
R = \frac{2.9296 \times 10^{-39}}{c^2} \int_0^\infty \frac{\Delta \sigma(\alpha)}{\sigma_0} d\sigma
\]

(5)

\[
R = 2.296 \times 10^{-39} \int_0^\infty \Delta \sigma(\alpha) d\sigma (c.g.s)
\]

(6)

Where \( \alpha \) is the wave number and is the \( \alpha \) wavenumber of the peaks (the maximum) of the CD spectra. As relational expressions, we calculated from equation (6) optical rotation strength of the induced CD spectra observed. Substituting equation (5), the degree of inclination (\( \theta \)) of the dye molecules of interest was evaluated.

Table 4. The angle of optical rotation and strength to transition electric dipole moment of each complex in the \( \pi - \pi^* \) or \( n - \pi^* \) transition states. For simplicity, R12 was assumed to be 0.5 nm all.

The calculated results indicated that transition dipoles of AZ resulting in large electric dipole transition of \( n - \pi^* \) and \( \pi - \pi^* \) transitions are significantly inclined each other, which was attributed to mutual molecular orientation induced by circularly polarized UV light irradiation. In addition, comparison all 1, 2, or 3+PMMA suggested chiral molecular orientation derived from AZ group in complex. Respect to the circularly polarized light irradiation, 2+PMMA was considered a large light-responsive overall. Further, from the comparison of \( n - \pi^* \) transition corresponding to 380 nm circularly polarized light irradiation, 2+PMMA is suggested to have a relatively large photo responsive. From the comparison of theoretical optical rotation strength, optical response of the magnitude Respect to circularly polarized light ultraviolet light was found to be 2+PMMA>3+PMMA>1+PMMA.

4 Conclusion

In summary, we have prepared organic/inorganic hybrid materials of azo-containing achiral Schiff base Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II) complexes in PMMA. Linearly polarized UV light irradiation resulted in increasing optical anisotropy, which was observed with polarized UV-vis spectra (overlapped bands) of \( \pi - \pi^* \), \( n - \pi^* \) and d-d bands. We discussed the assignment and the origin of CD bands of hybrid materials of chiral metal complexes and AZ after irradiation of polarized light by means of TD-DFT calculations. In the PMMA film, the order of this effect is 2+PMMA>3+PMMA>1+PMMA. The results suggested that differences in optical anisotropy is ascribed to intermolecular interaction with AZ groups due to flexibility of coordination environment of metal centres of the complexes. Circularly polarized UV light irradiation resulted in increasing intensity of CD bands around 380 nm, which suggested induced chiral molecular orientation. Continuous wavelength circularly polarized UV light irradiation resulted in increasing intensity of CD bands, which suggested induced chiral molecular orientation according to calculated dipole moment. On the other hand, using a light source having a narrow wavelength width in UVSOR (Wavelength selective (280, 318(\( \pi - \pi^* \) of AZ) and 380 nm), induced chiral order is caused absorption wavelength selective, which suggests that it is a new knowledge of the radiated
light. This effect is $2^\text{+PMMA}\!>\!3^\text{+PMMA}\!>\!1^\text{+PMMA}$, and these results are suggesting that optical anisotropy depends not only on flexibility of coordination environment but also stable coordination geometries. Linearly polarized UV light irradiation resulted in increasing optical anisotropy. It is attributed to the arrangement (not magnitude) of transition electric dipole moments. Ni(II) is prefer a planar structure and Cu(II) is taking a flexible structure, but Zn(II) is prefer a tetrahedral structure for the rigid, which suggests that it is less susceptible to orientation by AZ. We discussed the assignment and the origin of CD bands of hybrid ultraviolet light was found to be corresponding to 380 nm circularly polarized light after irradiation, by TD-DFT calculations. As a result, Respect to the circularly polarized light irradiation, $2^\text{+PMMA}$ was considered a large light-responsive overall. Further, from the comparison of n- $\pi^*$ transition corresponding to 380 nm circularly polarized light irradiation, $2^\text{+PMMA}$ is suggested to have a relatively large photo responsive. From the comparison of theoretical optical rotation strength, optical response of the magnitude Respect to circularly polarized light ultraviolet light was found to be $2^\text{+PMMA}\!>\!3^\text{+PMMA}\!>\!1^\text{+PMMA}$.
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